
Accommodation Options 



Area: Palacio de Congresos 



 ILUNION HOTEL 3* -  4* 

Hotel Ilunion 3 - 4* Valencia, near the Conference Centre, is 

located in the heart of the city's business district.  

 

It has a privileged communication with the monuments of the 

city, allowing its guests to arrive on foot, by public or private 

transport to the main places of touristic and business interest. 

 

Just a few meters from the hotel, you will find restaurants, cafes, 

a shopping center and wide avenues and green areas in which to 

stroll, ride a bike, etc. 

 

Address: Valle de Ayora, 1 - 5, 46015, Valencia - Phone: +34963997400 



MELIÁ VALENCIA HOTEL 4* 

Address : Corts Valencianes Ave, nº 52, 46015 Valencia  - Phone: +34 963 03 00 00 

The Meliá Valencia Hotel  4* is located in one of the most 

emerging areas of Valencia, specifically next to the 

Congress Palace on Avenida de les Cortes Valencianas. 

 

It has a privileged communication with all the strategic 

points of the city, allowing its guests to arrive on foot, by 

public or private transport to the main places of touristic and 

business interest; as well as the famous commercial, leisure 

and entertainment areas of the city of Valencia 



EXPO HOTEL  3* 

Address : Pio XII, Av nº 4, 46009 Valencia -  Phone: +34 963 03 36 00 

The Expo Hotel 3* has a  privileged location. 

 

Just a few minutes from the centre of the old town and in one 

of the city's busiest and most popular shopping centres. The 

Turia underground station and the public bus services right in 

front of the hotel give you fast, direct access to the main 

points of tourist interest.  

 

Just beside the hotel you can also enjoy the beautiful parks 

and green spaces of the Turia riverbank, the largest natural 

garden in Spain, where you get away from it all by taking a 

walk or cycling. Furthermore, if you are on a business trip, 

you'll only be 10 minutes away from the Trade Fair Centre 

and the Conference Hall. 



Area: Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias 



 SILKEN PUERTA VALENCIA HOTEL  4* 

The Silken Puerta Valencia  4* Hotel  has an enviable location in 

the city of Valencia. It is located near the city centre, which 

guests can walk to or take one of the bus lines that stop outside 

the hotel door.  

 

It is located at less than 8 minutes walk from the Mestalla 

Stadium and  the Aragon Metro Station. 

 

Nearby, there are tourist attractions such as the Oceanogràfic, 

the City of Arts and Sciences, the Palau de la Música, 

Malvarrosa beach, Avenida del Puerto, Avenida de Blasco 

Ibáñez, the University of Valencia, the Polytechnic and the Turia 

Gardens. 

 

Address : Cardenal Benlloch  Av nº 28, 46021 Valencia -  Phone: +34 963 93 63 95 



SH VALENCIA PALACE HOTEL  5* 

Address : Paseo de la Alameda  nº 32, 46023 Valencia -  Phone: +34 963 37 50 37 

This luxurious five-star hotel in Valencia is designed to offer 

functionality and comfort. 

 

Hotel SH Valencia Palace 5* enjoys excellent transport 

connections, located very close to the main accesses by car, 

just 20 minutes from the airport, the Conference Center and 

two miles from the seafront promenade next to Malvarrosa 

Beach. 



 ILUNION AQUA HOTEL 4* 

Hotel Ilunion Aqua  4* Valencia, is  located in the heart of the City 

of Arts and Sciences.  

 

The hotel is located near a shopping area: It has direct access to 

the public car park, shopping centre, spa and gym.  

 

Ilunion Aqua 4* Hotel is very close to  the Oceanographic 

museum which houses Europe's largest aquarium.  

  

Guests can get the Conference palace by taxi or public transport. 

Address: C/ Luis García Berlanga, 19-21, 46023, Valencia - Phone: +34 963 18 71 00 



Area: City Center 



VINCCI LYS HOTEL  4* 

Address : Martinez Cubells nº 5, 46002 Valencia  - Phone: +34 963 50 95 350 

Vincci Lys is located in the centre of Valencia. 

 

This is a hotel next to the train station and the City Hall in 

Valencia. Equipped with four-star services and known for its 

excellent personalized attention. 

 

It is an accommodation alternative located right in the centre 

of the city, providing you with the comfort and tranquility of a 

hotel on one of the most well-known pedestrian streets in 

Valencia. The hotel is near all the main points of interest in 

Valencia and its location makes it easy to travel around the 

rest of the city and the surrounding areas. 

 

 

 



 CATALONIA EXCELSIOR 3* 

The Catalonia Excelsior 3* has a  privileged location. 

 

This fantastic hotel is located in the centre of Valencia next to 

Plaza del Ayuntamiento and near the historic centre. It is also 

well connected to the Conference Centre, the Exhibition Centre 

and  Manises Airport. 

 

This hotel is very close to the Valencia Cathedral and Central 

Market, as well to the Lonja de Seda. It is connected too to the 

Oceanogràfic, and the City of Arts and Sciences of Valencia. 

Address: Calle Barcelonina 5, 46002 Valencia – Phone: +34963514612   



HOTEL DIMAR 4* 

Hotel Dimar 4* is a modern designer hotel located next to Plaza 

Cánovas and Palau de la Música in Valencia, a privileged 

location that is ideal for tourism and business alike. 

 

Nearby, there are tourist attractions such as the Oceanogràfic, 

the City of Arts and Sciences, the Palau de la Música, The 

Cathedral, Mercado de Colon… 

 

It is located at less than 10 minutes walking from the Colon 

Metro Station and  it has several well connections by  bus 

allowing to get the Conference Center among other interesting 

places around the city. 

 

 

 

 

 

Address: Gran Vía Marqués del Turia, 80 46005 Valencia – Phone: +34 963 951 030  


